Innovative EHR and Medical Billing
Designed for OB/GYN Practices
Optimize Patient Care & Grow Your Practice
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Ranked

#1 Mobile EHR by Black Book
2013 - 2018

Top 10 EHRs by Black Book
for OB/GYNs

#2 EHR by KLAS for 2-10
Provider Practices

OB/GYN Specialty Essentials
Prenatal Flow Sheets

OB/GYN ICD10/CPT/E&M Codes

• Easily enter patient measurements for each visit and
visualize pregnancy progress across multiple visits.

• Automatically populate any combination
of OB/GYN specific codes into your forms to
simplify billing.

Send Charts Directly to any Hospital’s L&D
• Compile condensed clinical notes with flow
sheets and other clinical forms to L&D, other
providers or billing and send using DrChrono’s
direct messaging integration with your local
Hospital EHR or a simple e-Fax.

Prebuilt OB/GYN forms
• Quickly edit and customize prebuilt ACOG forms
and other OB/GYN specific forms immediately
available in DrChrono’s Form Library.

Run Your Practice Your Way
Full Featured EHR on iPad and iPhone

Advanced Charting

• Voted #1 by Blackbook for 5 years in a row, is
the only EHR company to provide full featured
native EHR app on iPad and iPhone. Access your
daily schedule and detailed patient charts on your
mobile device.

• Chart in seconds with customizable medical
forms, medical speech-to-text tools, and drawing
options. With dynamic photo charting, take,
upload and annotate a photo or image directly
on your EHR app.

Fully-Integrated Labs
• Order tests from any of 9000+ labs integrated
with DrChrono on iPad, iPhone or web and
receive results directly into the patient’s chart.

eRx, EPCS and Supplements
• Send e-prescription of controlled and
noncontrolled medication and supplements
to your patient’s preferred pharmacy on iPad,
iPhone or web.

Powerful Patient Engagement Solution
• Complete system comes with scheduling,
pre-appointment insurance eligibility check
and automated email/text/phone reminders,
plus fully functional, HIPAA compliant patient
portal with secure messaging.

www.drchrono.com

Fully Integrated EHR
• End-to-end solution that seamlessly integrates
patient engagement & scheduling, clinical
workflow and medical billing eliminating double
entry. Enter patient information once and data
gets automatically passed to the clinical chart,
eRx, lab orders, and billing.

Paperless Patient Check-in
• Check-in patients with digital consent forms
on iPads and automatically associate consent
forms to appointment types. Patients can also
sign digital consent forms and other intake
forms using DrChrono patient portal before
their appointment.

ehr@drchrono.com

@drchrono

About DrChrono

13+Million 1.2Million
Patients cared for
by DrChrono physicians

Appointments
booked/per Month

96

%

Claims paid within
60 days

Improve Your Profitability with Full Service RCM
OB/GYN practices forfeit more than 20% of their revenue due to claim-related errors and complications.
With DrChrono full service RCM, you can maximize your revenue collection and focus on your patients. Our
certified billing coders are fluent with hundreds of new OB/GYN codes and well versed with OB/GYN medical
billing practices.

All-in-one Integratedv, Cloud-Based EHR on iPhone, iPad, and Web
•
•
•
•
•
•

“

Seamlessly integrated patient scheduling, clinical workflow and medical billing
Single system of records preventing transcription errors, double entry and lost bill
Complete data access on one cloud-based system
Pre-appointment insurance eligibility check and automated reminders
HIPAA compliant patient portal with secure messaging
Advanced clinical tools including customizable medical forms, medical speech-to-text tools
and photo charting

What OB/GYN Doctors Are Saying About DrChrono
Our experience with DrChrono hasn’t been just good, but great. The company is very
responsive either by phone or by chat and within 2 weeks I was able to customize
DrChrono to my mode of practice. We have been completely paperless for the past year
and I like that I have access to my charts 24 hours a day on my cell phone.
At 2 o’clock in the morning when I get a call from a patient, I can look at the note and
remind myself of whether this patient is pregnant or not. Also at the hospital that I work
at, they will not do an epidural without a prenatal record, and if there is no prenatal record,
they require the on-call physician to come and do an H&P. Instead, because I take calls, if
that prenatal record isn’t there, I will fax it in with my phone or any OR in seconds.
- Ko’olau Women’s Healthcare, Eesha Bhattacharyya, MD

”

Have any further questions about DrChrono OB/GYN EHR or interested
in scheduling a private demo? Please email us at ehr@drchrono.com.

www.drchrono.com
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